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Abstract: We report an investigation of the role of disulfide bridges in the 27-residue antimicrobial
peptide lasiocepsin (I) containing two disulfide groups (Cys8–Cys25, Cys17–Cys27) and three its
analogs lacking one (II, III) or both (IV) native disulfides. Selective alternate incorporation of one or
both disulfide bridges influences symmetry, conformation and biological properties of these peptides
as demonstrated in their chiroptical (particularly Raman) properties. The effect of modifying the
disulfide bridge pattern on the peptide secondary structure is investigated in water and in the presence
of 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol and sodium dodecyl sulphate. A combination of experimental electronic and
vibrational chiroptical data shows that both disulfide groups are necessary for stabilizing lasiocepsin
secondary structure. While the Cys8–Cys25 disulfide group is important for sustaining lasiocepsin
tertiary structure and maintaining its biological activity, the Cys17–Cys27 disulfide bridge has a
supporting function consisting in reducing peptide flexibility.

Keywords: antimicrobial peptides; lasiocepsin; electronic circular dichroism; vibrational circular
dichroism; Raman optical activity; disulfide group

1. Introduction

Lasiocepsin (I, see Figure 1, Table 1), a 27-residue peptide exhibiting substantial antibacterial and
antifungal activities, has been discovered in the venom of eusocial bee Lasioglossum laticeps [1]. It is
active against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, exhibits antifungal activity against
Candida albicans, and shows no hemolytic activity against human erythrocytes [1]. Lasiocepsin
belongs to a large and structurally rather diverse family of antimicrobial peptides (AMPs), which are
assumed to form the first natural defensive mechanism of practically all living organisms against
wide spectrum of infections [2–6]. AMPs are in focus of scientific interest, because, compared
to common antibiotics, they are less specific and evolution of bacterial resistance is typically
rather limited [7]. These circumstances bring potential for the development of novel drugs and,
consequently, AMPs are the subject of intense investigation concerning their structures, activities and
mechanisms of action [3,4,8–15]. Short AMPs (10–20 amino acid residues) are typically unfolded in
aqueous solution. When in contact with microbial cell membranes or with membrane-mimicking
environments, they usually adopt, at least partially, α-helical conformation (often with amphipathic
sides). Antimicrobial action then involves interaction of sides of these α-helical segments with
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either anionic membrane surfaces (cationic sides) or with lipophilic membrane interior (non-polar
hydrophobic sides). These interactions then allow for bacterial cell disruption [4,11,16,17].
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Figure 1. NMR structure of I (PDB ID: 2mbd). 

Table 1. Structure and antimicrobial activities * of lasiocepsin (I) and its three analogs (II–IV). 

ILasiocepsin Analogs 

Antimicrobial activity 
MIC (μM) 
(mg/mL) 

B.s. S.a. E.c. P.a. C.a. 

I GLPRKILCAIAKKKGKCKGPLKLVCKC 
0.4 93 8.6 15 3.6 

0.001 0.269 0.025 0.04 0.01 

II GLPRKILAAIAKKKGKCKGPLKLVAKC 
4.2 >100 >100 >100 50 

0.012 >0.283 >0.283 >0.283 0.0141 

III GLPRKILCAIAKKKGKAKGPLKLVCKA 
0.5 >100 55 65 70 

0.001 >.283 0.156 0.184 0.0198 

IV GLPRKILAAIAKKKGKAKGPLKLVAKA 
12 >100 >100 >100 >100 

0.033 >0.277 >0.277 >0.277 >0.277 
The pairs of connected Cys residues forming the S–S bridges are coded in red (CC) and green (CC), 
while the substituting Ala residues are shown in blue (A). B.s.—Bacillus subtilis; S.a.—Staphylococcus 
aureus; E.c.—Escherichia coli; P.a.—Pseudomonas aeruginosa; C.a.—Candida albicans. * The haemolysis 
value at the highest concentration of the peptide tested (200 μM) was lower than 1%. Reproduced 
from the Reference [1]. 

Unlike short AMPs, I adopts a well-defined secondary structure high in α-helical content 
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Lys12,13,14,16,18,22,26) connected by hydrophobic segments. As a consequence, in H2O the whole I 
possesses amphipathic structure. These structural characteristics of I follow from the NMR analysis 
of I [20] and from the initial study of I and its analogs [1]. According to NMR [20], I contains two 
α-helical segments formed by the respective ten (Arg4–Lys13) and five (Pro20–Val24) amino acid 
residues. Their distance and orientation towards one another is stabilized by the Cys8–Cys25 
disulfide bridge. The helical segments are linked by a six-residue Lys14–Gly19 loop, which is 
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Table 1. Structure and antimicrobial activities * of lasiocepsin (I) and its three analogs (II–IV).

ILasiocepsin Analogs

Antimicrobial Activity
MIC (µM)
(mg/mL)

B.s. S.a. E.c. P.a. C.a.

I GLPRKILCAIAKKKGKCKGPLKLVCKC
0.4 93 8.6 15 3.6

0.001 0.269 0.025 0.04 0.01

II GLPRKILAAIAKKKGKCKGPLKLVAKC
4.2 >100 >100 >100 50

0.012 >0.283 >0.283 >0.283 0.0141

III GLPRKIL C AIAKKKGK A KGPLKLV C K A
0.5 >100 55 65 70

0.001 >0.283 0.156 0.184 0.0198

IV GLPRKIL A AIAKKKGK A KGPLKLV A K A
12 >100 >100 >100 >100

0.033 >0.277 >0.277 >0.277 >0.277

The pairs of connected Cys residues forming the S–S bridges are coded in red (CC) and green (CC), while the
substituting Ala residues are shown in blue (A). B.s.—Bacillus subtilis; S.a.—Staphylococcus aureus; E.c.—Escherichia coli;
P.a.—Pseudomonas aeruginosa; C.a.—Candida albicans. * The haemolysis value at the highest concentration of the
peptide tested (200 µM) was lower than 1%. Reproduced from the Reference [1].

Unlike short AMPs, I adopts a well-defined secondary structure high inα-helical content already in
neat aqueous solution (Figure 1). This is probably caused by a combination of two effects: (1) a somewhat
larger size of I (27 amino acid residues) enables formation of several distinct conformational domains;
and (2) conformation of I is specifically restricted by two disulfide bridges (Cys8–Cys25, Cys17–Cys27).
Similar to other cysteine-containing AMPs [18,19], the helical segments of I are not amphipathic
but instead the three-dimensional (3D) surface of the peptide contains distinct hydrophilic patches
(53% surface area within two distinct cationic domains, Arg4–Lys5 and Lys12,13,14,16,18,22,26) connected
by hydrophobic segments. As a consequence, in H2O the whole I possesses amphipathic structure.
These structural characteristics of I follow from the NMR analysis of I [20] and from the initial study
of I and its analogs [1]. According to NMR [20], I contains two α-helical segments formed by the
respective ten (Arg4–Lys13) and five (Pro20–Val24) amino acid residues. Their distance and orientation
towards one another is stabilized by the Cys8–Cys25 disulfide bridge. The helical segments are linked
by a six-residue Lys14–Gly19 loop, which is connected to the peptide C-terminus by the Cys17–Cys27

disulfide bridge. The NMR analysis does not show any significant changes of I when interacting with
SDS micelles and it indicates that the peptide does not penetrate into the micelles [20]. Analogously to
other AMPs, a search for sequential similarities within protein databases revealed significant (~75%)
homologies with other proteins, in this case with those of Shk family [20–22]. However, these proteins
are not primarily displaying antimicrobial activity, but they act more as ionic channel blockers. Similar
to many therapeutic proteins [23], biological activity of I is affected by alterations of the disulfide
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bonds. Modifications of the disulfide bridge pattern may lead to reduction or even a complete loss of
biological activity [1], which indicates that correct disulfide bond formation is crucial for stabilization
of biologically active 3D conformation of I.

Here we investigate the role and geometry of disulfide bridges in I utilizing the methods of
chiroptical spectroscopy including circular dichroism (both electronic—ECD, and vibrational—VCD)
and Raman optical activity (ROA) [24–26]. While ECD is a well-established technique in the field of
AMP studies [27], VCD studies are still rather scarce [28–33], and ROA is yet to be employed. Although
ECD spectroscopy is a powerful tool for the estimation of α-helical content, the proportion of structures
like β-sheet, β-turn, random coil, polyproline II helix (PPII) or 310 helix is usually only approximate,
especially in the presence of strongly manifesting α-helices [24]. On the other hand, vibrational
spectra (particularly IR absorption) can easily show β-sheet conformation [34]. In VCD spectra,
there are also characteristic patterns for α-helical, unordered and β-sheet structures [35,36] and it can
distinguish more clearly the otherwise very similar spectra of statistically unordered and more regular
left-handed PPII-type structures [37,38]. Similarly to IR/VCD, Raman and ROA spectroscopies can give
us information about peptide/protein conformation [26,39,40]. Typical ROA patterns identify α-helices,
β-sheets, β-turns and even PPII-type helices [38,40]. A combined use of chiroptical techniques should
provide a possibility to directly evaluate changes in secondary structure simultaneously with the
changes in disulfide group conformation. The inherent disadvantage of these methods consisting in
lower structural resolution is offset by their experimental simplicity and ability to gradually modify
solution properties.

Moreover, a joint analysis of Raman and ROA experimental spectra may provide information
about peptide/protein rigidity or flexibility. Higher molecular flexibility is usually indicated by (i) low
intensity ratio between ROA and its parent Raman signals; (ii) broadening of spectral lines; and (iii) weak
ROA signal in the low-frequency region (below ~700 cm−1) [41]. Furthermore, Raman/ROA spectra
provide additional means of investigating internal arrangement of disulfide bridges as inherently
dissymmetric chiral structures due to signals of S–S (νS–S, ~500 cm−1) and C–S (νC–S, ~650 cm−1)
stretching vibrations [39,42]. For this purpose, it is not possible to utilize the alternative IR/VCD
because of the instrumental cut-off at ~1000 cm−1 (VCD). In Raman spectra, frequency of the S–S
stretching mode reflects conformation of the Cα–Cβ–S–S′–Cβ

′–Cα
′ fragment and Raman signals in

the C–S stretching region reflect conformation of the C–Cα–Cβ–S and S′–Cβ
′–Cα

′–C′ fragments [39].
The ROA signals originating in S–S stretching vibrations seem to reflect chirality of the disulfide groups,
as indicated by previous preliminary theoretical and experimental studies [42–44].

In this study, we aim at possible decoding of the role of the disulfide bridges in I utilizing the
native peptide I and its three analogs with modified disulfide bridge pattern, i.e., with distinct cystein
residues replaced with alanines (see Table 1). These analogs lack either one (II, III) or both (IV) native
disulfide bridges and possess either reduced (II, III) or no (IV) activity against common microbial
pathogens [1]. We study the effects of changes in disulfide-related localized conformational stiffening
on lasiocepsin secondary/tertiary structure in water and in the presence of TFE—an α-helix inducing
agent, and SDS—a model mimicking in a very simple way cell membranes [45]. Changes in structural
behavior, symmetry and conformation of disulfide bridges of the peptides in different environments
are then correlated with their biological activities.

2. Materials and Methods

Peptide synthesis: The peptides I–IV were custom synthesized (Spyder Institute, s.r.o., Prague,
Czech Republic) using standard methods of solid-phase peptide synthesis [1] and used without further
purification. The trifluoroacetate counterion (CF3COO−, or TFA), which was present after routine
peptide synthesis, was exchanged for the Cl− counterion as described in [46]. Antimicrobial activities
of I–IV (against Bacillus subtilis, Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa and
Candida albicans) and haemolytic potencies were determined in Reference [1] according to standard
procedures and are shown in Table 1.
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Absorption and ECD spectroscopy: Electronic absorption and ECD spectra were recorded on
the Jasco J-815 spectrometer (Tokyo, Japan). The spectra were recorded in 180–300 nm (amide
groups) and 240–350 nm (disulfide group) spectral regions at room temperature. Deionized water,
TFE/water mixture (10%, 20% and 50% v/v) and aqueous solution of sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) in
the 0.016–16 mM (0.0046–4.6 mg/mL) concentration range were used as solvents. Suprasil quartz cells
with 1 mm and 1 cm path lengths and 0.125 and 1 mg/mL peptide concentrations were used for the
measurements in the respective amide and disulfide spectral regions. The final spectra were obtained
as an average of two consecutive scans taken at the scanning speed of 10 nm/min (10 data points per nm)
and time constant of 8 s. Final ECD and absorption spectra were related to molar concentrations of the
particular chromophore (disulfide or amide) and expressed alternatively as ∆ε and ε (L mol−1 cm−1)
for the disulfide spectral region or as molar ellipticities Θ (deg cm2 dmol−1) in the amide region which
allows us a simple comparison with other already published data. The approximate secondary structure
content was numerically estimated using CDPro software package [47] employing the implied CONTIN
algorithm [48,49]. It is to be kept in mind that such automatic computer analysis suffers numerous
limitations (numerical error ≤ 10%) and its results depend on the choice of particular algorithm [50,51].

Since the experimental conditions (mainly sample concentrations) varied depending on the
spectroscopic technique used (range from 0.125 mg/mL for ECD to 100 mg/mL for VCD and ROA),
we have tested stability of secondary structures of lasiocepsin analogs by parallel ECD experiments in
this concentration interval. No significant structural differences were found (data not shown).

Infrared and VCD spectroscopy: VCD and IR absorption spectra were recorded on a commercial
dual source VCD spectrometer (ChiralIR-2X™, BioTools, Inc., Jupiter, FL, USA) working in a dual
PEM mode using two ZnSe photoelastic modulators (36.996 and 37.02 kHz, Hinds Instruments, Inc.,
Hillsboro, OR, USA) [52,53]. Samples in distilled H2O (100 mg/mL) and aqueous 100 mM SDS solution
(20 mg/mL) were measured in a demountable CaF2 cell (Biocell™, 6 µm pathlength, sample volume
~8 µL). The 1:4 micelle/peptide ratio was used due to the limited peptide solubility in SDS and in order
to minimize possible peptide aggregation (i.e., the micelle/peptide ratio was two times higher than
for the ECD experiments in 16 mM SDS). The data were collected for ~12 h (12 blocks of 6000 scans
each at 8 cm−1 resolution) at 25 ◦C. A total absorbance at ~1650 cm−1 was lower than 1 in all cases.
The corresponding solvent scans were subtracted as background. Post-processing of the experimental
data involved a linear baseline correction followed by smoothing with a second-order Savitzky–Golay
filter using a 9-point window. Final IR and VCD data in the 1750–1450 cm−1 spectral range are presented
as the respective A and ∆A values with the intensities normalized to amide I peak in absorption.

Raman spectroscopy and Raman optical activity: Raman and ROA spectra were recorded
on a commercial ROA spectrometer (ChiralRAMAN-2X, BioTools, Inc., Jupiter, FL, USA) working
in backscattering geometry and utilizing scattered circular polarization (SCP) modulation scheme.
The instrument uses excitation laser wavelength of 532 nm. The experiments were performed in
deionized H2O (100 mg/mL) and aqueous 100 mM SDS solution (20 mg/mL) at ~20 ◦C using the 1:4
micelle/peptide ratio (i.e., the conditions were the same as for the VCD experiments). The samples were
measured in quartz ROA micro-cells (Starna Scientific, 4 × 3 mm, volume ~50 µL) with antireflective
coated windows. Experimental conditions included 250 mW laser power at the sample, 8 cm−1 spectral
resolution and acquisition time of ~5 days for the measurements in deionized H2O, and 600 mW laser
power at the sample, 8 cm−1 spectral resolution and acquisition time of ~14 days for the measurements
in SDS solution. The spectra were processed by subtracting signal of the solvent (water or SDS solution)
and correcting the baseline (by subtracting a fitted 5th order polynomial). ROA data processing
further included a second-order Savitzky–Golay smoothing (using a 9-point window). Raman spectra
were normalized to the total integrated area of the spectrum in the 350–1800 cm−1 range. The same
normalization factors were then used for normalization of the corresponding ROA spectra. Final ROA
and Raman spectra are presented as the respective (IR − IL) and (IR + IL) values where IR and IL are
the corresponding intensities of right- and left-SCP light. Numerical data treatment was performed
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using GRAMS/AI software (Thermo Scientific). Separation of complex amide Raman bands into single
components was achieved with the aid of second derivatives.

3. Results

3.1. Secondary Structuture Assignement of I–IV in Water

3.1.1. Electronic Circular Dichroism

In accord with the preliminary data [1], ECD of the natural peptide I in aqueous solution
(Figure 2) exhibits a pattern typical for oligopeptides having partially defined (α-helical) secondary
structure (a positive band at ~192 nm, a negative band at 206 nm and a shoulder at 222 nm). This result,
in agreement with NMR study [20], hints at the importance of stiffening of spatial arrangement of I by the
two disulfide bridges. The overall dichroic intensity ([Θ] ~2.104 deg.cm2 dmol−1) is smaller (about half)
than for a completely α-helical peptide and hints on the presence of other secondary structure elements.
According to an approximate numerical evaluation [47,48] (Table S1 in Supplementary Material), I in
water contains ~29% α-helical conformation and ~10% 310 helical conformation, while NMR data
indicate ~56% of helical structure [20]. These two results are still in a reasonable mutual agreement if
we consider that terminal residues of helices contribute to the ECD manifestation to a lesser extent.
Therefore, we assume that the α-helical content of I as found by ECD is actually about 15% lower.
Apart from the helical fractions there seems to be a contribution of unordered (34%) and/or PPII (6%)
structures, β-turn (18%) and β-sheet (4%) conformations.
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Figure 2. Electronic circular dichroism (ECD) spectra of I–IV in H2O measured in amide region.

Unlike for I, ECD spectra of both II and III (Figure 2) in water exhibit only a single negative band
at ~198 nm of medium intensity (~−2 × 104 deg cm2 dmol−1). Based on spectral shapes, secondary
structures of II and III appear to be composed mainly of unordered and β-sheet conformations [24].
Accordingly, numerical analysis [47,48] (Table S1 in Supplementary Material) indicates ~50% of
statistically unordered structure, ~10% of β-sheets and about 20% of β-turns with only ~8% of helical
contribution for both II and III. ECD spectrum of IV (Figure 2) also exhibits only one negative
band of slightly higher intensity at ~197 nm with the overall shape somewhat different even from
those of II and III. There is an additional weak positive feature at ~215 nm, which may be due
to the higher content of PPII conformation [54,55]. Numerical evaluation of ECD spectrum of IV
(Table S1 in Supplementary Material) indicates the prevailing unordered (48%), β-turn (20%) and PPII
(21%) conformations together with minor portions of β-sheets (6%) and 310 helices (3%).
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ECD signals in the near-UV spectral region (240–350 nm) enable us to study the manifestation
of the disulfide bridge chromophores. Advantageously, our peptides do not contain any aromatic
amino acid residues that might interfere with disulfide-related bands, i.e., we observe pure disulfide
signals. ECD spectra (Figure 3) indicate significant differences between geometries of the disulfide
groups in the peptides I–III besides the obvious effect of differing number of disulfide chromophores.
Particularly, while the spectra of II and III exhibit a negative ECD band having the maximum at
~272 nm, the spectrum of I shows a negative low-intensity (~2/3) shoulder at 264 nm. Based on
these data we may hypothesize that disulfide groups of II and III might adopt similar conformations,
while the disulfide conformations in I might be different.
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Unfortunately, it is not possible to unambiguously assign the conformation of the disulfide groups
on the sole basis of ECD. The negative ECD signal of I–III around ~270 nm may indicate both right-,
and left- handedness of the disulfide groups, depending on the exact magnitude of the S–S torsion
angle [24,56–58]. Therefore, ECD data in the near-UV spectral region are further complemented by the
Raman/ROA measurements, which could provide more detailed information about disulfide bridge
conformation using the assignment of C–S and S–S stretching vibrations (see Section 3.1.2).

3.1.2. Vibrational Spectroscopy

For I, both IR/VCD (Figure 4, black line) and Raman/ROA (black line) spectra in amide I–III
regions indicate simultaneous presence of α-helical and PPII structures. In VCD, the prevailing
α-helical conformation is indicated by negative bands at ~1661 cm−1 and ~1519 cm−1 in the respective
amide I and amide II spectral regions [36]. In amide I region, absence of a positive component of
VCD couplet (centered at ~1640 cm−1), which is typical for purely α-helical peptides, seems to be
caused by an overlap with another, negative band, which might arise from the PPII-type conformation
contribution [35,37]. ROA enables even more detailed interpretation, because in ROA spectra there
is a number of well separated bands that may be unequivocally assigned to particular secondary
structure elements (such as PPII and α-helices) [40]. We detect ROA signals corresponding to both
α-helices (a negative/positive amide I couplet at ~1638 and 1660 cm−1 with a positive amide III band at
~1345 cm−1) and PPII conformations (a positive band at ~1316 cm−1) [40]. In agreement with ECD
(see above), besides these α-helical and PPII conformations, vibrational spectroscopies show just a
moderate contribution of β-structures (implied by the characteristic IR bands at ~1639 cm−1 and
1678 cm−1 which are however discernible only from the 2nd derivatives of the IR spectra) [34,59,60].
This result is in a good agreement with the NMR data of I [20].
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Figure 4. Infrared (IR, left) and vibrational circular dichroism (VCD, right) spectra of I–IV measured
in H2O.

For the peptide II, IR absorption (Figure 4, left, green line) similar to ECD (see above) shows
a different conformational composition with the major contribution of β-sheet structure (bands at
~1631 and 1685 cm−1) and a small contribution of α-helical and/or unordered conformations (the band
at ~1655 cm−1) [34]. This finding is further supported by VCD spectra (right, green line) exhibiting
an intense negative amide I band at ~1620 cm−1 and a positive/negative amide II couplet at ~1564
and 1521 cm−1, indicating high β-structure content [36]. Together with the intense negative band
at ~1620 cm−1, an additional positive broad band centered at ~1665 cm−1 (probably consisting of
two components—one at ~1645 cm−1 and the other at ~1680 cm−1) might be even indicative of a
formation of a β-sheet-rich (left-handed) fibrillar structure [61–63]. The prevailing β-sheet structure is
confirmed by ROA (Figure 5) with a characteristic strong negative/positive amide I couplet at ~1649
and 1670 cm−1. A positive band at ~1298 cm−1 in combination with a negative band at ~1367 cm−1 with
a negative shoulder at ~1345 cm−1 are indicative of the β turn conformation [64]. ROA further indicates
participation of PPII conformation due to the presence of a sharp positive signal at ~1318 cm−1 [38,40].
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Figure 5. Raman (left) and Raman optical activity (ROA, right) spectra of I–IV measured in H2O.

For the peptide III, IR spectra (Figure 4, left, orange line) exhibit a strong band at ~1650 cm−1 due
to unordered/PPII and/or α-helical structures. There is also a shoulder at ~1680 cm−1 (indicative of
β-conformation) and an amide II band at ~1550 cm−1. VCD spectra (Figure 4, right, orange line) exhibit
a positive/negative amide I couplet at ~1678 and 1642 cm−1 with a negative shoulder at ~1612 cm−1

and a positive/negative amide II couplet at ~1562 and ~1524 cm−1. These bands indicate possible
combined contribution of PPII [35,37] and β-structures [36]. Based on ROA spectra (Figure 5 right,
orange line), PPII structure seems to be dominant (as indicated by a single-signed positive amide I
band at ~1665 cm−1 together with a strong positive amide III signal at ~1312 cm−1). According to
the literature [64], an additional negative signal at ~1247 cm−1 should originate in β-sheet structure.
However, a negative signal in the same spectral region is also observed for α-helical proteins such
as human serum albumin [65] and others [66]. Therefore, we do not consider this band to be an
unequivocal β-structure identifier. Yet some minor portion of β-structure seems to be present, as
we observe a shoulder at ~1300 cm−1 together with a negative signal at ~1360 cm−1, indicating
β-turn participation [64].

IR absorption spectra of the peptide IV (left, blue line) show an intense band at ~1650 cm−1

(i.e., unordered/PPII and/or α-helical structure) together with a shoulder at ~1680 cm−1 (β-structure) in
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amide I region and a band at ~1550 cm−1 in amide II region. When these characteristics are combined
with VCD spectra (a positive/negative amide I couplet at ~1670 and 1622 cm−1 with a negative shoulder
at ~1640 cm−1 together with a positive/negative amide II couplet at ~1563 and 1525 cm−1), the results
indicate a combination of PPII [35,37] and β-conformations [36]. Signals attributed to the PPII structure
are dominant in the ROA spectra (Figure 5) showing a positive amide III band at ~1315 cm−1 and a
positive single-signed amide I feature at ~1665 cm−1. An additional positive shoulder at ~1300 cm−1

together with a negative signal at ~1370 cm−1 indicates the presence of β-turns [64].
In the disulfide region, Raman spectra of I–III in H2O (Figure 5) exhibit an intense band at

~510 cm−1 accompanied by either another low-intensity feature at ~554 cm−1 (I) or a weak shoulder
at ~560 cm−1 (II, III). These bands may indicate prevailing gauche-gauche-gauche arrangement of the
disulfide bridges with a minor portion of trans-gauche-trans conformation [39]. Further information is
provided by Raman signals in the C–S vibration region (600–800 cm−1) revealing that the S–Cβ–Cα–C
dihedral angles in I–III may adopt both PN or PC (Raman band at ~745 cm−1) and PH conformations
(Raman band at ~665 cm−1) [67]. Presence of signals in the S–S and C–S region is also expected in ROA
spectra. While the signals related to S–S stretching vibrations are generally visible in ROA spectra,
those due to C–S stretching are typically not detectable at all, as they are even weaker and overlapped
by other vibrational modes. As has been already reported [68], interpretation of ROA signals in this
region should be done with a great care, because not all of the bands can be attributed to disulfides.
A positive ROA signal at ~500 cm−1 in the spectra of II and III and a negative one at ~579, 573 and
560 cm−1 in the spectra of I, II and III, respectively, cannot be assigned directly to the S–S stretching
vibrations, as similar features can be seen also in the spectrum of IV (with a positive band at ~500 cm−1

and a negative one at ~577 cm−1). On the other hand, a negative ROA signal at ~520 cm−1 in the
spectrum of I and II (albeit of different intensity) cannot be found in the spectra of IV. Thus, this feature
was tentatively assigned to the S–S stretching vibrations. On the contrary, the ROA spectrum of III
does not exhibit any features unambiguously attributable to the S–S stretching vibrations.

3.2. Structural Changes of I–IV due to the Presence of TFE and SDS

3.2.1. Structural Changes Followed by ECD

The ability of the peptides to adopt α-helical arrangement can be discerned from titration studies
using TFE (range 0%–50% v/v) (Figure 6, Table S1 in Supplementary Material), an agent known to
enhance the α-helical content [69]. Here, we extend the results reported in our previous investigation
which included data corresponding only to high (50%) TFE concentration [1], in order to report the
dynamic effects on the peptide secondary structure caused by the TFE concentration increment. For I
the addition of TFE causes no significant spectral changes, only a slight intensity increase of the negative
maximum at 207 nm (together with the associated shoulder at 222 nm) and a positive maximum at
~192 nm. However, spectra of all other lasiocepsin analogs (II–IV) exhibit distinct spectral changes
upon TFE addition. In 10% TFE, their ECD spectra show shifts of the negative maximum from 198 nm
to 203 nm (II, III) and from 197 nm to 200 nm (IV) together with an appearance of a negative shoulder
at 222 nm. With further increase of TFE concentration (20%–50%), ECD spectra of II–IV exhibit a
formation of new bands at ~191 nm (positive) and ~207 nm (negative, ~205 nm for IV) together with a
negative shoulder at ~222 nm. Spectral shapes and intensities of these bands do not change significantly
with increasing TFE concentration (above 20% TFE), only for IV we observe a slight intensity increase
of the band at 191 nm (~10%). All titrations of I–IV with TFE display presence of a single isodichroic
point at ~204 nm suggesting a simple two-state process. Experimental position of this isodichroic
point implies a transition between random coil (and possibly PPII) and α-helical conformations [24].
This observation is well reproduced by the values in Table S1 in Supplementary Material. With the
increasing TFE concentration, numerical analysis indicates an increase of proportion of α-helical
conformation and a parallel decrease in content of random coil/PPII structures. Not surprisingly,
this process is least pronounced for the conformationally restricted I. The α-helical fraction content
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increases from 29% to 32% for I; 3%–39% for II; 3%–37% for III and 3%–21% for IV. The biggest relative
increase of α-helical fraction is observed when TFE concentration reaches 20% (v/v).
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Interaction of our model peptides with membrane-like environment is roughly simulated by
addition of SDS (Figure 7). The chosen SDS concentration range 0–16 mM is both below and above
critical micelle concentration (cmc—~4 mM) [45]. Below cmc we can investigate stability of I–IV
against denaturation, as at low concentrations SDS acts as a denaturation agent [45]. Above cmc,
we can study structural behavior of the peptides in the presence of micelles in solution, and thus mimic,
in a very simple way, the interaction of the peptides with cell membranes. As expected, structural
changes induced by SDS are more complex than those observed in the presence of TFE. For I at low
SDS concentrations (below 2 mM) there are no significant changes in ECD spectra, indicating structural
stability of the peptide against SDS denaturation. With additional SDS concentration increase (to 2 mM,
which is still below cmc), intensity of the positive band at ~192 nm notably increases (about twice).
At the same time, intensities of the negative band at ~206 nm (which becomes slightly red shifted to
~210 nm) and also of the shoulder at ~222 nm get more pronounced. Altogether these spectral changes
result in a formation of an isodichroic point at ~207 nm, which indicates again a simple two-state
transition [24], in this case characterized by an increase of α-helical content and a simultaneous decrease
of β-turn and random coil/PPII structure content. An intensity decrease of the positive spectral band at
192 nm for SDS concentration above 2 mM indicates increasing β-sheet structure content. According
to the numerical analysis (Table S1 in Supplementary Material), the α-helical fraction in 8 mM SDS
increases by ~15% (from 29% to 45%), while both β-turn and random coil/PPII structure fractions
decrease (to the respective amounts of ~5% and 10%).
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The peptides II–IV behave differently (Figure 7). At SDS concentrations below 2 mM, their spectra
exhibit an intensity decrease of the negative band at 198 nm accompanied by its shift towards
higher wavelengths (to 201 nm for III, 202 nm for II and IV). In addition, a new band appears at
~224 nm. Such spectral behavior reflects probably not only presence of random coil and α-helical
conformations, but also other secondary structures like β-sheet/β-turn and/or PPII helix [24,54].
Formation of β-structure might indicate partial peptide denaturation, which is probably easier with
the less stabilized structures II–IV which lack one (II, III) or both (IV) disulfide bridges. However,
numerical analysis does not show any substantial changes in β-sheet/β-turn or PPII contributions
(see Table S1 in Supplementary Material) probably due to its limited accuracy [47]. With further
increase of SDS concentration (above 2 mM) the peptides II–IV formally start behaving like I,
i.e., they show an apparent increase in proportion of α-helical conformation by forming a typical
pattern composed of a positive ECD band at ~193 nm together with two negative bands of comparable
intensity at 207 and 222 nm. A relative increase in α-helical content as estimated by numerical analysis
(Table S1 in Supplementary Material) is the biggest for the peptide II (~45%—from 3% to 48%), while for
the peptides III and IV it is ~20% lower (from 3% to ~25%). Underlying structural differences induced
by SDS may be uncovered also by analysis of the ∆ε222/∆ε207 ratio [24]. For I the ∆ε222/∆ε207 ratio
remains nearly independent of SDS concentration (close to unity), as expected for the prevailing
α-helical conformation. On the other hand, for II–IV this ratio notably changes. It is > 1 for II and III in
4 mM SDS (∆ε222/∆ε207 = 1.37 for II and 1.18 for III), which may indicate a formation of β-structure [24].
For II further increase of SDS concentration leads to a decrease of the ∆ε222/∆ε207 value to 0.94 in 8 mM
SDS, and even to 0.91 in 16 mM SDS, indicating a return back to the prevailing α-helical structure.
For III the ∆ε222/∆ε207 value drops down to 0.71 (8 mM SDS) and 0.69 (in 16 mM SDS), which may
even hint on a possible contribution of 310 helices [24]. For IV the maximum ∆ε222/∆ε207 value (1.09) is
reached in 2 mM SDS and in higher SDS concentration it decreases to 0.78. This change also indicates a
possible occurrence of 310 helices. For II–IV, the ~5% increase in 310 helical content is confirmed by
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the numerical analysis of ECD data (Table S1 in Supplementary Material). Altogether, for the analogs
II–IV an increase of SDS concentration from 2 to 8 mM seems to cause a minor increase of proportion
of 310 helical and/or β-structure conformations.

If we compare structural behavior of I–IV when brought into interaction with TFE or SDS, we can
see that in both cases the α-helical fractions of their secondary structures increase and ultimately
become the prevailing ones. However, as revealed by the detailed analysis of the spectral shapes of
the ECD curves (particularly changes in the ∆ε222/∆ε207 intensity ratio—see above), there are notable
differences between the action of TFE and SDS. When the peptides interact with TFE, the changes of
secondary structure can be described by a simple two-state transition [24], thought, according to the
changes in the ∆ε222/∆ε207 intensity ratio, α-helical structure formation seems to be accompanied by
the formation of 310 helices (∆ε222/∆ε207 ratio < 1). On the other hand, interaction with SDS induces
more complex structural changes. For the SDS concentration reaching cmc, the formation of more
pronounced α-helical structure is observed for I–IV. While for I this structural change is accompanied
by a decrease of β-turn and random coil structure contribution, for II–IV β-structure contribution
increases (∆ε222/∆ε207 ratio ≥ 1). On the other hand, with continuing increase of SDS concentration
(above cmc), besides the major α-helical structure contribution, for III and IV we observe additional
involvement of the 310 helical conformation (∆ε222/∆ε207 ratio < 1).

Distinct structural changes can be observed also in the disulfide transition region (Figure 8).
While spectral behavior of I does not change significantly upon interaction with SDS, the spectra of both
II and III (whose spectra exhibit a broad negative band at ~275 nm in water) undergo major changes.
While for III we observe formation of a broad shoulder at ~270 nm, ECD signal of II practically
disappears. The observed spectral change for II and III probably reflects conformational changes of
the disulfide bridge orientation upon interaction with SDS micelles. Such change is not observed for
the natural peptide I.
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3.2.2. Structural Changes Followed by Vibrational Spectroscopy

Similar to ECD data, both IR/VCD (Figure 9) and Raman/ROA spectra of I–IV (Figure 10) indicate
significant structural changes caused by the addition of SDS micelles. When interpreting vibrational
spectroscopy data of the peptides measured in the presence of SDS micelles, one should keep in mind
that the β-sheet structure content could be overestimated due to the high sample concentration used
for the vibrational spectroscopy experiments. In order to evaluate such effect, ECD spectra of the
highly concentrated samples I–IV were measured in H2O and in the presence of SDS micelles. In the
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presence of SDS micelles, ECD spectra show some time-induced structural changes related to changes
in β-structure content. On the other hand, such changes do not occur in pure water (see Figure S1 in
Supplementary Material comparing ECD spectra of I–IV in water and SDS, obtained before and after
vibrational spectroscopy measurements).
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IR spectra of all the peptides in the presence of SDS are dominated by the band at ~1655 cm−1

due to either unordered or α-helical structure. An additional, low-intensity amide I component
at ~1620 cm−1 might be due to the partial β-aggregation [59], probably caused by high sample
concentration. However, its contribution is only minor and should not have a significant effect on the
secondary structure estimation. While in water the VCD spectrum of I exhibits only one amide I band
at ~1661 cm−1 (Figure 9), in the presence of SDS we observe four amide I bands. A couplet at ~1663 and
1645 cm−1 implies the presence of α-helical structure, while the respective positive and negative bands
at 1690 and 1628 cm−1 are indicative of β-turn and β-sheet conformation [36]. The bands typical for
α-helical conformation (a negative/positive amide I couplet at ~1660 and ~1640 cm−1 and a negative
amide II band at ~1520 cm−1) can be also found in the spectra of the analogs II–IV. VCD spectra of II
and IV also indicate a contribution of β-turn (a positive amide I band at ~1690 cm−1 for II and at ~1683
for IV) and/or β-sheet conformation (a positive amide II band at ~1553 cm−1 for IV) [36]. Due to the
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rather complex VCD spectral shapes in amide I region, the PPII structure participation [35,37] cannot
be also excluded. To aid with the assignment we again employ ROA spectroscopy.
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bands typical for α-helical conformation (a negative/positive amide I couplet at ~1660 and ~1640 cm–

1 and a negative amide II band at ~1520 cm–1) can be also found in the spectra of the analogs II–IV. 
VCD spectra of II and IV also indicate a contribution of β-turn (a positive amide I band at ~1690 cm–

1 for II and at ~1683 for IV) and/or β-sheet conformation (a positive amide II band at ~1553 cm–1 for 
IV) [36]. Due to the rather complex VCD spectral shapes in amide I region, the PPII structure 
participation [35,37] cannot be also excluded. To aid with the assignment we again employ ROA 
spectroscopy.  

Figure 10. Raman (left) and ROA (right) spectra of I–IV measured in the presence of SDS micelles
(100 mM SDS).

Despite ROA spectra of I in 100 mM SDS (Figure 10) are rather noisy compared to those recorded
in H2O (due to the less favorable experimental conditions for this particular experiment—lower sample
concentration and higher background fluorescence), we can still clearly distinguish the positive amide
III band at ~1345 cm−1, indicating a prevailing α-helical conformation [40]. Due to the poor S/N
ratio, it is not possible to resolve other bands in the extended amide III region. Participation of other
structural elements such as PPII is likable, particularly due to the presence of a positive single-signed
amide I feature at ~1666 cm−1 instead of a characteristic α-helical negative/positive couplet centered
at ~1650 cm−1 [40]. Unlike for I, ROA spectra of II–IV exhibit well resolved spectral features even in
the presence of 100 mM SDS (due to the lower residual fluorescence of these samples). ROA spectra
of all the analogs show a positive/negative amide I couplet at ~1666 and ~1640 cm−1, which could
be, together with a positive amide III signal at 1342 cm−1 (II) or 1344 cm−1 (III and IV), assigned
to the α-helical conformation. According to the literature [70], the amide III band near ~1340 cm−1

corresponds to the hydrated form of α-helices. Based on a comparison of spectral patterns of I–IV in
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amide I and amide III regions, similarities can be found between the spectra of I and III, and those of
II and IV. While the spectra of I and III seem to exhibit rather low-intensity amide I signals and their
amide III signals are both dominated by the band at ~1345 cm−1, in the spectra of II and IV we observe
rather intense amide I couplet and additional positive amide III signals within the 1300–1315 cm−1

region. Such amide III signals might indicate that, apart from hydrated α-helical segments (indicated
by the band near ~1340 cm−1), unhydrated α-helical structures are also present [70]. Lower intensity of
the amide I band of I and III might suggest an additional secondary structure contribution. Based on
the relative intensity of the bands ascribed to the α-helical structure, it seems that the larger proportion
of α-helical structure is present in the analog II, which is in agreement with ECD data.

In the Raman/ROA spectra of the disulfide-containing analogs (I–III), an addition of 100 mM SDS
causes changes of the S–S stretching signals (Figure 10). While in Raman spectra the S–S stretching
bands of I and III remain mostly unchanged (with the prevailing gauche-gauche-gauche conformation),
for II we observe two bands at 523 and 576 cm−1 (indicating a combination of gauche-gauche-trans and
trans-gauche-trans conformation) [39] which replace the single band at 508 cm−1 observed in water.
The Raman signals in the C–S stretching vibration region (600–800 cm−1) show that the S–Cβ–Cα–C
dihedral angles in I–III may probably adopt both PN or PC (Raman band at ~730 cm−1) and PH

conformations (Raman band at ~668 cm−1) [67]. The ROA spectrum of I in SDS exhibits a positive band
at ~540 cm−1, which might indicate a conformational change, because in H2O we observe the ROA
band at ~520 cm−1 with the opposite (negative) sign. When compared to the measurements in H2O,
we see additional spectral changes also in the ROA spectra of both II and III: (i) a sign change of the
ROA signal in the ~560–570 cm−1 region (from the negative one to a positive one) in the spectrum of II,
and (ii) formation of a strong negative ROA band at ~530 cm−1 in the spectrum of III. These spectral
changes again hint on possible conformational changes of the disulfide groups of II and III induced by
the peptide interaction with SDS.

Apart from the analysis of amide vibrations and identification of markers specific for individual
secondary structure elements, overall shape (within the whole recorded region from ~100 to 2000 cm−1)
and mutual ratio of Raman and ROA spectral intensities enables qualitative characterization of the
peptide flexibility. As follows from a comparison of the normalized Raman vs. ROA spectra of I–IV
(Figure S2 in Supplementary Material), an overall intensity ratio between the ROA signals and its
parent Raman signals is the highest for the peptides I and II (both in H2O and SDS). Together with
the presence of sharp bands and rather intense ROA signals below ~750 cm−1, these spectral features
indicate relatively high structural rigidity of I and II. Lower intensity (~2/3) of the ROA signals of III is
probably caused by an averaging of spectra of several conformers, thus suggesting higher peptide
flexibility. The highest flexibility is indicated for the peptide IV, whose ROA spectra (both in H2O and
SDS) exhibit the lowest spectral intensities, broader bands and small signals below ~750 cm−1 [41].

3.3. Summarization of the Results

Based on the obtained data, the results can be summarized as follows:

1. Secondary structure of I in water, as derived from ECD, IR/VCD, and Raman/ROA data,
corresponds well to the published NMR structure.

2. The native peptide I manifests high structural and conformational rigidity, as evidenced by
ROA data. While the analog II appears to be still conformationally rigid (although to somewhat
lesser extent than I), the analogs III and IV seem to be rather flexible. The analog IV is the most
flexible one.

3. In the presence of TFE (>20%) or SDS (>2 mM), all the analogs form α-helical structure (at least to
some extent) with some random coil/PPII structure participation. On the contrary, in H2O the
α-helical structure is observed only for the natural peptide I.

4. Based on the ROA spectra, hydrated form of α-helical structure seems to prevail in all the analogs
I–IV in the presence of SDS. Analogs II and IV seem to also have a considerable portion of
unhydrated α-helical structure.
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5. According to the Raman spectra, the disulfide groups of I–III in water adopt predominantly the
gauche-gauche-gauche conformation. In the presence of SDS, gauche-gauche-gauche conformation
remains dominant in I and III, while for II we observe a conformational change to
gauche-gauche-trans and trans-gauche-trans conformation.

6. Both ECD and ROA spectra indicate structural changes in absolute configuration of disulfide
groups upon addition of SDS.

These findings are further discussed in the following section.

4. Discussion

Secondary structure of the native lasiocepsin: Estimated secondary structure of I in water,
resulting from the analysis of chiroptical spectra, can be directly compared to the available NMR
data [20]. The published NMR structure (PDB ID: 2mbd) involves two α-helices (Arg4–Lys14 and
Leu21-Cys25, containing 10 and 4 amide bonds, respectively), one β-turn (Lys18–Leu21, consisting of
3 amide bonds) and three segments having random coil/unordered/extended structure (the initial
Gly1–Arg4, middle Lys14–Lys18, and final Cys25–Cys27 moieties, total of 10 amide bonds). Based on
ECD numerical data analysis, the fractions of secondary structure motifs are estimated as follows:
(i) 39% of helical structures (sum of α- and 310 helices, corresponding to approx. 11 amide bonds),
(ii) 18% of β-turns (approx. 5 amide bonds), and (iii) 43% of other structural elements (random coil,
PPII, and β-sheet structure) characterized by similar backbone dihedral angles [71]. This result is in a
good agreement with NMR data. The only notable difference is a slight underestimation of the α-helical
content, which could be due to a systematic error of the applied method (CDPro fit) [47]. Vibrational
techniques confirm prevailing α-helical and random coil/PPII conformation, accompanied by a small
portion of β-turn structure. In addition, ROA hints on peptide rigidity and conformational stability
(due to the sharp, well-distinguished ROA bands in the low-wavelength spectral region). Based on
these results, it seems that a combined use of chiroptical methods allows rather precise identification of
secondary structure elements of I. For their relative simplicity and availability, chiroptical techniques
enable us to monitor structural changes of I induced by changes in the environment or in the peptide
primary structure (the analogs II–IV with modified disulfide bridge patterns).

Secondary structure of lasiocepsin analogs under different environmental conditions:
Conformation of the natural peptide I, which possesses substantial antibacterial and antifungal
activity, is rather restricted and does not change significantly upon addition of TFE or SDS. In contrast,
the analogs II–IV, which show reduced biological activity, are able to undergo major conformational
changes. In water, their secondary structure is mainly composed of random coil/PPII and β-sheet
conformations, while the addition of TFE (>20%) or SDS (>2 mM) results in a significant decrease
of random coil/PPII participation and a simultaneous increase of the α-helical content (for II and III
the relative amount of the α-helical fraction is even comparable to that of the native I). Based on our
results, it seems that biological activities of these peptides might not be solely determined by their
propensity for forming α-helical structure. Although biological activities of the peptides I–III are
different, their ability to form α-helical structure in the membrane-mimicking environment remains
similar. This behavior indicates that, for maintaining biological activity, the peptides need to adopt a
specific 3D arrangement of secondary structure domains (i.e., a specific-amphipathic peptide tertiary
structure). This emphasizes the role of disulfide bridges which act as tertiary structure stabilizers.

The role of disulfide bridges in maintaining lasiocepsin tertiary structure: The preceding
NMR study [20] hints on the importance of mutually perpendicular orientation of the two α-helical
segments of I (Arg4–Lys13 and Pro20-Val24), which is stabilized by the Cys8–Cys25 disulfide bridge.
The orthogonal arrangement of these segments results in formation of a specific amphipathic structure,
which seems responsible for biological activity of I. Thus, mutual orientation of the helical segments
seems more important than their ideal α-helical conformation. Our results further support this
hypothesis and provide additional details. Apparently, mutual perpendicular orientation of the helical
segments cannot be achieved with the analog II lacking the Cys8–Cys25 disulfide group. In aqueous
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solution, this analog clearly favors β-sheet and PPII structures over α-helices. It seems that the
longer α-helix (Arg4–Lys14) cannot keep its fold, while the shorter one (Leu21–Cys25) remains at least
somewhat stabilized by the Cys17–Cys27 bridge. Although α-helix formation can be in II induced
relatively easily by the addition of TFE or SDS micelles, this peptide exhibits only reduced antimicrobial
activity. Similar behavior is observed for the analog IV lacking both disulfide bridges. According to
ROA, its structure in aqueous solution is relatively flexible, suggesting a dynamic equilibrium between
several conformations, favoring random coil/PPII folds. Even though addition of TFE or SDS micelles
again leads to a substantial increase in α-helical content, this analog remains almost inactive.

In contrast, analog III, which lacks the Cys17–Cys27 disulfide bridge, behaves differently. In water,
it appears to be the second most flexible of all four analogs. Similar to II and IV, it contains only a
small proportion of α-helices, whose abundance significantly increases after the addition of TFE or SDS
micelles. On the other hand, III exhibits higher antimicrobial activity than II and IV, indicating that
this analog is able to rearrange (at least to some extent) its tertiary structure to the form which closely
resembles the conformation of the native peptide I. Thus, the presence of the Cys8–Cys25 disulfide
bridge, which stabilizes the distance and orientation of the two α-helical segments in natural I, appears
to be crucial.

This assumption is further supported by ROA spectra of I–IV in the presence of SDS, which show
differences in hydration of α-helical segments in I and III (with predominant hydrated α-helices)
compared to II and IV (with both hydrated and unhydrated α-helices). These differences might
be explained either by deeper incorporation of the peptides II and IV into SDS micelles, or by the
different arrangement of their α-helical segments. In II and IV, such rearrangement seems plausible
due to the absence of the stabilizing Cys8-Cys25 disulfide bond, which might result in realignment
of hydrophobic and hydrophilic patches. Such changes could affect the ability of the peptides to
interact properly with membrane and, consequently, reduce their biological activity. The results of
ROA analysis, indicating hydration of the α-helical segments of I, are in an agreement with the NMR
analysis, which shows that the peptide does not penetrate into the SDS micelles [20]. It seems that
the peptide might bind onto the negatively charged surface of the micelles and thus cover them in
a detergent-like manner (the carpet-like mechanism [14]). However, for deeper understanding of
the process, additional detailed analysis of lasiocepsin peptides in interaction with models which
more closely resemble bacterial membranes (such as liposomes of different composition) should be
carried out.

Based on these observations, it appears that the Cys8–Cys25 disulfide bridge has a “functional” role
and is critical for maintaining the tertiary structure and overall amphipathic structure of lasiocepsin,
and, consequently also its antimicrobial activity. The Cys17–Cys27 disulfide bridge has a “stabilizing”
role, consisting in reducing the peptide flexibility and maintaining its secondary structure.

The specific tertiary structure fold, i.e., the perpendicular orientation of the α-helical segments
maintained by the Cys8–Cys25 disulfide bridge, appears to be the main factor responsible for the high
antimicrobial activity of lasiocepsin. Therefore, it would be beneficial to study it further and in closer
detail, for example with the aid of Cys crosslinkers of different lengths.

Conformation of the disulfide bridges: Changes in disulfide bridge conformation are reflected
both in ECD and Raman/ROA spectra. Unfortunately, the exact interpretation of ECD disulfide signals
would require either additional information on disulfide group geometry, i.e., approximate magnitude
of the C–S–S–C torsion angles [58,72], or a dedicated computational study. Raman/ROA spectroscopy
evidently reacts to the conformation of the S–S and C–S bond via S–S and C–S stretching vibrations.
We observe changes both in positions (Raman/ROA) and even signs (ROA) of the bands in the S–S
stretching region. For II, changes in Raman signals due to the S–S stretching vibrations correspond to
conformational changes of the C–S–S–C fragment from gauche-gauche-gauche to gauche-gauche-trans
and trans-gauche-trans conformation, indicating possible elongation of the disulfide bridge. Sign flips
and shifts of the ROA bands in the S–S stretching region may also indicate significant disulfide
group conformational changes, including changes in their absolute conformation [42,43]. However,
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the analysis of the experimental data is not in this case very straightforward. As the positions of
the ROA bands do not always correspond to the positions of the Raman bands assigned to the S–S
stretching vibrations (e.g., for I and III in SDS, the respective ROA bands at 540 and 530 cm−1 do
not have any visible counterparts in their parent Raman spectra), it is not possible to interpret the
experimental results directly. The assignment is rather difficult, as it is not clear whether the ROA
bands are due to the S–S vibrations or due to vibrations of the peptide backbone (or both). Based on
the previous studies of disulfide-related ROA signals [42,43], for I the sign flip of the ROA signal in the
S–S stretching region from the negative one in water to the positive one in the presence of SDS micelles
could be interpreted as a change of an absolute sense of the disulfide group conformation (from left-
to right-handed). For III formation of the negative ROA band in the presence of SDS might indicate
prevailing left-handed disulfide group orientation, while its absence in water might be caused by an
averaging of spectra of several conformers, thus suggesting higher peptide flexibility [42,43]. However,
the molecules in solution are dynamic systems having several possible allowed geometries, each of
them having distinct spectral manifestation. The observed spectra represent an average of all these
conformations. For better understanding of the relation between the conformation of the disulfide
bridges and the sign of the corresponding S–S stretching bands in the ROA spectra, a dedicated detailed
computational study would be needed. This will be a matter of our further investigation.

5. Conclusions

We have shown that a combination of optical and chiroptical spectroscopic techniques (both
electronic and vibrational) represents an effective tool for inspecting lasiocepsin conformation in
different environments (i.e., in water and in the presence of the membrane-mimicking agents) and
that the set of these techniques can be potentially used for studying mechanism of AMP action.
For the natural peptide I both in aqueous and in SDS micelle-containing solution, secondary structure
estimation derived from chiroptical data correlates well with the published NMR structure [20].
Utilizing analogs II–IV with modified disulfide bridge patterns and inspecting them both in water
and in the membrane-mimicking environment, we were able to complement the previous findings
and further characterize the role of Cys8–Cys25 and Cys17–Cys27 disulfide bridges on lasiocepsin
structure. Both disulfide groups are important for stabilizing lasiocepsin conformation, but each of
them has a different role. The Cys8–Cys25 disulfide group (connecting the two orthogonally oriented
α-helical segments of I [20]) appears to be crucial for sustaining lasiocepsin tertiary structure and its
overall amphipathic character, which is necessary for maintaining its biological activity. On the other
hand, the Cys17–Cys27 disulfide bridge has a supporting function consisting in reducing the peptide
flexibility. The hydration of α-helical segments in I and III confirmed predominant solvent exposition
of helices in agreement with NMR study.

The observed changes in ECD, Raman and ROA disulfide-related signals induced either by
removing particular disulfide groups or by interaction with a membrane-mimicking environment (SDS
micelles) seem to reflect changes in disulfide group conformations. However, detailed interpretation
of experimental disulfide-related signals will require a dedicated computational study.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-8994/12/5/812/s1,
Table S1: Estimated secondary structure fractions (in %) of I–IV determined from the ECD spectra [47,48] measured
in H2O and in the presence of TFE (10%–50%) and SDS (0.016–8 mM); Figure S1: ECD spectra of I–IV in H2O
(A) and in the presence of SDS (16 mM) (B) collected before (solid line) and after (dashed line) the VCD and
ROA spectra measurement. Figure S2: Normalized ROA spectra of I–IV measured in H2O (left) and 100 mM
SDS (right).
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